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ABSTRACT
The environmental service area for smart city construction provides
sustainability, economic, stage, and safe energy savings in building a smart city.
The smart environment monitoring system can manage the agricultural
environment, water quality, and air quality of smart cities through the Internet of
Things and cloud computing technology. Smart environmental monitoring (SEM)
systems to reduce environmental problems in smart cities are important service
domains that can improve citizens' quality of life. The purpose of this project is to
identify services through the introduction of technologies to solve environmental
problems in smart cities, the use and management of the technologies
introduced. The project findings are: (a) The SEM system collects environmental
data through IoT devices and analyzes it through cloud computing. (b) Data from
the SEM system is collected through the Internet of Things based on a wireless
sensor network. The collected data is transmitted to the cloud computing platform
to be analyzed and monitored. (c) For wireless Internet connections between the
two technologies can connect through unique services of Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport and cloud platform. (d) The SEM applications were
analyzed for Smart Agricultural Monitoring, Smart Water Quality Monitoring, and
Smart Air Quality Monitoring. (e) The project is analyzed the transmitted data
using Amazon Web Service and Google Cloud Platform. When the analyzed
environmental parameters deviate from normal values, email notification can be
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sent to detect abnormalities in environmental parameters. In addition, the
connection between IoT devices and cloud platforms can confirm the normal
connection of IoT devices to establish a security system by obtaining credibility
and reliability for the connection between the two technologies. As a result, the
collaboration between IoT and cloud computing technology can show how a
smart environment service domain can help smart city citizens.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The growth of the world's population due to urbanization is a key problem
that can be addressed through smart cities. In the 1950s, 30% of the current
population lived in cities. By 2014, the level of population growth due to
urbanization had developed to 54%. By 2050, the level of population growth due
to urbanization is expected to rise to 66% (Bravo, 2014).
“As population growth increases, increasing urbanization can cause
problems such as soil pollution” (Food and Agriculture Organization, UN, 2018).
Soil plays a primarily important role in agriculture as more people need more
resources because of the growing world population. The pollution process that
occurs after excessive nitrogen fertilizers are abused in the soil causes severe
acidification that occurs over millions of years. Soil acidification is fatal because it
can cause metal toxicity to crop. Soil contamination reduces crop yield and
quality, affecting food. As a result, agricultural yields discarded in 2012 amounted
to 1.3 billion tons (Food and Agriculture Organization, UN, 2018)
Environmental problems caused by an increase in the world population
include not only soil problems, but also water and air pollution. The lack of clean
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water is one of the emerging problems due to the growth of the world's
population. The lack of clean water will become a bigger problem in developing
countries where water purification and management systems are lacking.
Currently, 47% of the world's population suffers from water scarcity for at least
one month each year. 52% of the world's population will suffer from water
scarcity by 2050 if the shortage of water purification and management systems is
maintained (Boretti & Rosa, 2019).
Moreover, air pollution is an environmental factor that has the greatest
impact on human health. Air pollution is also one of the most unavoidable causes
of disease. In 2016, indoor and outdoor air pollution killed 6.5 million people
worldwide. Air pollution, particularly in developing countries, has
disproportionately affected women, children and the elderly. Since the use of
wood fuel and kerosene by low-income households causes indoor air pollution,
the number of deaths due to air pollution is increasing. Air pollution is a global
problem due to long-distance transport. Without the active intervention of each
country's Ministry of Environment, the number of deaths due to air pollution is
expected to increase by more than 50% by 2050 (Nations, 2021).
Smart city technologies not only improve the quality of life, but also have
high potential. The background of smart cities is to intentionally apply technology
and data to applications to make better decisions and provide a high quality of
life while providing safety, health and living benefits to the citizens of smart cities.
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Many efforts are put into solving the environmental problems mentioned above
by managing environmental factors such as soil, water, and air quality. In order to
ensure the benefits of a smart environment through the construction of a smart
city, high-speed internet networks, IoT devices, and cloud computing service for
data analysis and management are required as the basis of a three-level smart
infrastructure (Johnson, 2018).
For environmental pollution and management through smart city
environmental domain service, Environmental Monitoring (EM) is used based on
three-level smart infrastructure. EM is a system that monitors and evaluates the
environmental conditions and pollution potential of smart cities. The most
common EM applications are air monitoring, water monitoring, and soil
monitoring (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, n.d.).
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be proposed for the operation of the realtime environmental monitoring system. IoT devices allow the measurement of
environment and parameters extensively and continuously. Based on the
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) system, IoT devices can implement smart EM
monitoring. The implemented EM collects the data and sends the data to the
cloud computing service platform through a specific Internet connection protocol
(Sahay et al., 2019).
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Problem Statement
“Environmental pollution is becoming a big problem due to the global
population growth and has a great impact on the quality of human life”
(McClelland, 2016). Environmental problems in developing countries are
suffering from death damage due to environmental pollution, and the death rate
is rising. The environmental service domain of smart cities is a solution to the
problem of environmental pollution. In the environmental service domain of the
smart city, soil, water, and air quality can be analyzed through the environmental
monitoring system. The environmental monitoring system can collect information
about environmental pollutants through WSN based IoT devices. Data collected
through IoT devices can be transmitted to IoT applications of cloud computing
service platforms through fast network internet communication to monitor and
evaluate environmental conditions (McClelland, 2016).
IoT devices are exposed from external physical attacks or natural
disasters. In other words, the occurrence of a physical attack causes malfunction
of the smart environment IoT device. A cloud computing service over an internet
connection is required to solve this problem. Since the cloud computing service
platform can receive and store data collected from IoT devices, it is a necessary
technology for monitoring and analysis of the environmental monitoring system.
In addition, the cloud computing service platform can update and analyze the
device's status based on the transmitted data to ensure normal data processing.
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Data of smart environment IoT devices may change due to external attacks or
changes in the environment. Changed data is very important for monitoring and
evaluation of the environment. Critical environmental pollution data through
monitoring and analysis can be distributed via email or text message notification
through the application of the cloud computing service platform. Research on
various cloud platforms is also required to show suitable use cases for IoT
devices through cloud computing services. (Mohamed Sadeeq et al., 2021).
According to Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and
Platform Service, Amazon Web Service (AWS) is a leader in the cloud industry.
AWS focuses on becoming a wide range of IT service providers. It is also
expanding its supply chain that provides cloud services. Not only does the
engineering supply chain provide better pricing and performance, but it also
utilizes engineering capabilities to provide innovative supply chains. AWS is also
an innovation leader that provides a wider range of services than other providers
to suit customer types (Bala et al., 2021).
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is also one of the leaders in the cloud
industry. As GCP has so many cases of use, it is compatible enough to be used
in a variety of businesses Google can operate through geographic advantages
through a wide service supply chain worldwide. Furthermore, GCP has
Kubernetes, the most fully functional provider in the cloud industry (Bala et al.,
2021). Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) is a management system that provides
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automatic deployment, expansion, and scaling of containerized applications.
Also, GKE is very convenient for users to visualize or analyze data (Google
Kubernetes Engine (GKE), n.d.)
According to the above two reasons, AWS and GCP were selected as
platforms for analyzing Environmental monitoring in the project. Furthermore, A
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and Platform Service and objective
evaluation approaches of AWS and GCP were suggested to show more reason
in detail. In addition, MQTT, an Internet connection protocol between IoT device
and cloud platform, was explained.

Research Questions
1. What technologies are needed for smart environmental services?
2. How is the smart environmental monitoring data collected, analyzed and
monitored?
3. Which components enable the connection of IoT devices with cloud service
platforms?
4. What applications of Smart Environment are there and how were they used?
5. How does smart environment application through IoT devices connect to
IoT service of cloud platforms?
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Organization of Project
Chapter 2 explained the background knowledge of the technology
needed to build a smart environment in a smart city and the statistics and impact
of the technologies to build a current smart environment through the Literature
Review. Chapter 3 researched and explained the analysis methodology for Smart
Environmental Monitoring (SEM) systems based on IoT devices and cloud
platforms for building smart environments. Chapter 4 proposed SEM with IoT and
Cloud Computing. The project proved SEM's applications by researching actual
cases that were used in the real world. Chapter 5 analyzed SEM systems
through AWS IoT Core and GCP IoT Core. This analysis study presented data
collection, transmission, defense, security, and management between IoT
devices and cloud platforms for SEM applications.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature Review

Smart City and Environment
Smart Cities are spaces for human activities. In addition, cities are places
where economic, environmental, and social needs expand. Urbanization causes
many important economic, social, and environmental changes (Abu-Lughod &
Hay, 2007).
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reported that
thousands of cities and communities around the world are currently developing
smart cities. Smart technologies benefit citizens through advances in various
fields such as transportation, energy, industry, environment, and public safety
(Nguyen, 2018).
A smart environment is a smart solution and domain for the smart city
environment. It consists of an environmental monitoring system for managing
essential elements such as water, air, soil, a smart system for weather
observation, and resource supply. The goal of the smart environment is to
improve the efficiency and quality of the environment of the city and energy
management (Autor: T M Vinod Kumar, 2020).
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The Smart Environment Monitoring (SEM) is a service that can improve
the quality of smart cities. The SEM is a system that can provide very efficient
services to citizens of smart cities by monitoring building intensity, waste
management, air pollution quality management, weather monitoring, traffic
management, parking management, and energy consumption (Shah & Mishra,
2016).
The SEM is monitoring air quality management, water waste
management, and weather monitoring for future agricultural action through
parameters such as soil moisture, temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide
(Folea & Mois, 2015).
The global environmental monitoring market is estimated to grow 4.1%
annually, reaching $17.1 billion by 2025, from $14 billion in 2020. Increasing
pollution in smart cities, increasing installation of SEM infrastructure, developing
eco-friendly industries, increasing citizens' awareness, and expanding pollution
monitoring infrastructure are major growth drivers (Markets & Markets, 2020).
In Uruguay, a smart environment establishes a soil management plan
through smart agriculture production. Since 2014, 2,946,000 hectares have been
introduced into climate-smart agriculture to improve energy efficiency. Also, a soil
management system is launched by climate-smart agriculture sensors to 5,139
farms (The World Bank, 2017).
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The Internet of Things
The term Internet of Things was first named and documented in 1999 by
British pioneer Kevin Ashton (Lueth, 2019). Kevin Ashton defined his IoT theory
as "A system connected to a physical device through a ubiquitous data sensor
network through the Internet." (Corcoran, 2016). Of course, the use of this term
has grown somewhat beyond its original intent.
IoT devices are rapidly evolving due to Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) and WSN technologies. RFID enables device tagging and labeling
recognition to act as a basic identification mechanism for the IoT. In addition,
WSN technology has enabled wireless identification of devices. IoT applications
allow communication between the physical, cyber, and digital worlds. IoT
applications are applied to smart homes and cities, intelligent transportation, and
healthcare (Mahmoud et al., 2015).
The Internet of Things has become one of the most important and
essential technologies of the 21st century in recent years. Internet access is
possible with built-in devices that can be used in fields such as smart home,
smart city, and healthcare, enabling active communication between processes
and objects. In addition, low-cost cloud computing services, big data analysis,
and mobile technology can collect the data with less manpower. (Oracle IoT n.d).
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Despite the lack of chip supply due to the lack of semiconductor
production and the increasing impact on supply chain problems caused by
COVID-19, the IoT market is growing. In 2021, the number of IoT devices
connected worldwide is expected to reach 12.3 billion, up 9% from 2020. By
2025, more than 27 billion IoT devices are expected to be connected (Sinha,
2021).
Cloud Computing
Over the years, computer technology has steadily developed computer
technology through the Internet. In 1961, Professor John McCarthy of MIT
created the concept of cloud computing. McCarthy foresaw and mentioned the
concept of pay-as-you-go for today's cloud platforms, "Computing can one day
be organized into public facilities. Each subscriber only has to pay for the
capacity they use but has access to all the programming languages on the superlarge system” (Zehner et al., 2016).
Cloud computing is a ubiquitous and convenient network access
technology for providing services and sharing resources with little management
and effort. Cloud computing characterizes the important role that cloud services
play and provides standards for how and by which they are used. In addition,
cloud computing provides services by simply classifying them without restricting
operation methods and regulations through various characteristics, service
models, and deployment models. The characteristics of cloud computing include
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on demand self-service, connecting multiple devices, resource pooling, fastest
Resiliency, and measurement service (Mell & Grance, 2011).
Cloud computing services are basically classified into three deployment
models to provide services. The private cloud is managed and operated by a
single organization or group. A private cloud is called an internal cloud or an inhouse cloud. This service provides consumers and users with limited access to
resources and services. In other words, a private cloud is a cloud service
designed to maintain administration and control at a level related to security,
personal information, and governance (Mell & Grance, 2011).
The public cloud is the most popular cloud service available to end-users.
This service is provided by large infrastructures such as public facilities. In other
words, the public cloud can be used by large industry groups, and the provision
of cloud services is owned by organizations such as public organizations (Mell &
Grance, 2011).
The hybrid cloud configuration consists of two or more unique clouds:
Private Cloud and Community Cloud or Public Cloud. Even if a combination of
two cloud configurations, hybrid cloud is combined with standardized technology
of data and applications. Hybrid cloud allows companies to manage cloud
services in a stable state by incorporating a stable state in the private cloud into
the Public or Community cloud (Mell & Grance, 2011).
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Also, deployment models are provided based on the service model so that
the service can be provided according to the user's purpose. SaaS is a complete
software solution service that provides users with cloud applications, basic IT
infrastructure, and platforms. This service model runs on a web browser by
default. The most representative example is Gmail. Although Gmail is charged
according to usage and has a multi-tenant environment (Mell & Grance, 2011).
IaaS is an application infrastructure service and software service for
building infrastructures such as server resources, IP, network, storage, and
power to operate servers. The IaaS can avoid cost and complexity by purchasing
and managing the infrastructure of physical servers and data centers. (Mell &
Grance, 2011).
PaaS is a complete development and deployment environment provided in
the cloud with resources that can deliver everything from simple cloud-based
apps to sophisticated cloud-enabled enterprise applications. (Mell & Grance,
2011).

Cloud Platform
According to Gartner, companies are increasingly trying to connect
various IoT endpoints to incorporate them into their businesses and manage
them more effectively. The cloud computing service platforms collaborate without
restrictions on location and time using the characteristics of the cloud platform is
13

a service as a software suite or cloud service. In other words, various types of
IoT devices can be monitored, managed, controlled, and secured through
applications built on the platform. In addition, cloud platforms generally provide
web service infrastructure functions to support solutions and operations of
IoT(Gartner IoT Platform n.d).
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and Platform Services 2021
suggested, more than 90% of the cloud infrastructure and platform services
market is focused on AWS, Microsoft Azure, GCP, and Alibaba Cloud providers.
The report described leaders, challengers, visionaries, and niche players to
describe quadrant description. Cloud platform leaders AWS and GCP provide
strategic and appropriate services. Both cloud platforms also have many
customers with high market share and reference (Bala et al., 2021).
The IDC MarketScape: Worldwide IoT Applications Platforms for Smart
Cities 2019–2020 Vendor Assessment evaluates suppliers of IoT applications of
cloud platform in smart cities. Data collection, analysis, prediction, and control of
IoT devices to digitally transform smart city functions enhance the performance
and capabilities of cities. In addition, according to IDC MarketScape's evaluation,
AWS is ranked as a leader in global application platforms for smart cities
(Yesner, 2020).
The City of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, announced a four-year contract to
migrate the city's IT infrastructure to GCP. Google has announced that it will
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reduce the barriers to entry for IT technologies and enable the transition to a
cloud-centric approach. The announcement that not only urban environmental
issues, but also applications in areas such as transportation, infrastructure, and
public safety will be created to form a smart city (Swinhoe, 2021).
The global IoT cloud platform market is expected to grow from $6.4 billion
in 2020 to $11.5 billion in 2025, with an average annual growth rate of 12.6%
during the forecast period (Markets & Markets, 2020). Cloud service platforms for
IoT have been widely studied, but certain functions of IoT are still not making
much progress. In addition, objective comparison of IoT cloud service providers
is difficult because suppliers all provide slightly different services (Pflanzner &
Kertesz, 2016).
In summary, Chapter 2 is a documentary reference to the technologies
needed to build the environment of a smart city. The environment of smart cities
can be digitized based on IoT and cloud computing technologies to create a
more efficient and convenient smart environment without using much manpower.
In chapter 3, methodology is suggested for SEM systems with IoT and cloud
computing service.
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CHAPTER THREE:
TECHNOLOGIES FOR MONITORING SYSTEM

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) with the IoT
The most beneficial technology for environmental monitoring is the IoT.
The WSN based IoT device not only identifies the presence of substances in air,
water, and soil, but also collects status and condition information to generate
data. Through smart environmental monitoring, smart cities’ environmental
problems can maintain a safer and cleaner environment (Verma, 2021). The
SEM system is an efficient, inexpensive and ready-to-use environmental
monitoring system based on a WSN to collect data using sensors from IoT
devices. The SEM system uses serial communication through Arduino, one of
the IoT devices, to transmit the collected data to a cloud platform called a base
station. SEM systems can potentially reduce environmental risks because users
can make specific modeling that can be used for analysis and forecasting (Jiang
& Huacón, 2017). The collected data from the SEM systems uses wireless
sensors that connect via a routable wireless link to the cloud computing service
platform. The cloud computing service platform can analyze and monitor the
status and condition of the environment in real time through the transmitted data.
Sensors in IoT devices can measure parameters in the environment without
direct human action (Corbellini et al., 2018)
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WSN has evolved in the area classified as an SEM application. The
advantages of WSN are low cost, low power, low consumption, and it is being
developed into a flexible system. WSN develops and deploys wireless monitoring
systems in the environment to provide data collection services through sensors.
The sensor's network hardware consists of a microcontroller with a digital port via
an analog sensor output type along with an onboard sensor. In addition, software
consists of sensor driver, networking protocol and algorithm processing device,
and application-specific detection sensor driver (Deshmukh & Shinde, 2016).

Cloud Computing with the IoT
Cloud computing is software designed to store, analyze, and process data
sent from IoT devices in environmental monitoring to get the most out of your IoT
infrastructure. The SEM IoT solution through cloud computing needs to transmit,
store, process, and connect and communicate the collected data between
processes. Before connecting cloud computing and IoT devices, two completely
different technologies need to be understood for a complete solution. Cloud
computing and IoT come from two completely different worlds, but their
characteristics are complementary. Two completely different techniques can help
each other. In other words, IoT can help the cloud while gaining some of the
benefits of cloud computing (Gomes et al., 2014).
The huge resources provided by cloud computing services are the best
alternative technology to complement the resource constraints of IoT. At the
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same time, IoT can extend cloud computing services in a more decentralized
way, resulting in new scalable services (Alhakbani et al., 2014). Cloud computing
services can store and analyze large amounts of data that are normally
generated through the supply of data collected from SEM IoT devices. Therefore,
the data storage space of cloud computing services is larger than that of SEM
IoT devices, so data can be stored and used flexibly (Botta et al., 2016).
On the other hand, general SEM IoT devices cannot directly monitor or
analyze complex data because there is a possibility of numerous errors in the
process of data collection. However, if SEM IoT devices use cloud computing
resources, they enable monitoring and analysis through limited data processing
(Ray, 2016). For this reason, the integration of IoT with the cloud is more
innovative and motivates users and developers (Botta et al., 2016).

Connection Components

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
The MQTT is a topic-based publish/subscribe protocol that supports
hierarchical topics using strings (Hunkeler et al., 2008). The MQTT is an
alternative to client-server architecture that communicates directly with endpoints
to maximize bandwidth. In contrast, clients sending messages in the
publish/subscribe model are separated from the client or subscriber receiving the
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message because they do not contact each other directly, the MQTT broker, the
link between them (IoT Agenda, 2019).
Publish/subscribe allows IoT devices to post messages about topics. In
other words, send a message to the broker. The device can receive messages
from the broker of the subscribed item. The MQTT broker acts as an intermediary
between the client sending the message and the subscriber receiving the
message. In other words, brokers are like post offices. All messages are
delivered through the broker. The topic can be thought of as a filter for identifying
messages. Clients register a topic filter to identify messages that they want the
subscription. Brokers use topics and topics filters to route messages from
publishing customers (IoT Agenda, 2019).
Quality of Service (QoS)
The MQTT supports basic end-to-end QoS. Depending on how reliable
the message is delivered to the recipient, the QoS is divided into three
categories: level 0 to level 2. QoS level 0 is the simplest one: QoS level 0 offers a
best-effort delivery service, in which messages are delivered either once or not at
all to their destination. QoS level 0 is not defined as retransmission or approval.
QoS level 1 provides more stable transmission than zero. QoS level 1 will be
retransmitted until the recipient's approval is confirmed. As a result, the stability
of message arrival is specific, but the retransmission rate of unconfirmed
messages is very high. The highest level, QoS level 2, not only receives
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messages but also ensures delivery to the receiving entity. However, QoS level 2
is not recommended and used due to increased latency and fluency of service
(Hunkeler et al., 2008).

Application Programming Interface (API)
The API allows companies to open application data and functions to
external third-party developers, business partners, and internal departments. In
other words, services and products can communicate and utilize each other's
data and functions through a documented interface. Use the interface to
communicate with other products and services. Open-APIs, Partner-APIs,
Internal-APIs, and Composite-APIs, and information exchange through Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP), XML, JSON, and Present State Transfer
(REST) protocols (IBM Cloud Education, 2020).

Software Development Kit (SDK)
The SDK helps software developers create applications for specific
platforms and systems or programming languages. The SDK varies from
manufacturer to manufacturer because each requires a development kit for a
different cloud platform. In general, the default SDK includes a compiler,
debugger, and API. The (Redhat SDKs) The AWS IoT SDK consists of an opensource library, a developer guide with samples, and a porting guide, allowing
users to build innovative IoT products or solutions on the chosen hardware
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platform. The central computing languages used are C++, Python, JavaScript,
and Java (AWS IoT Device SDK, n.d).

Cloud Computing Platforms
Cloud computing service platforms are needed to analyze and monitor the
EM system’s collected data from WSN based IoT devices. The meaning of
communication with the cloud computing platform encourages data processing
for the transmission and monitoring of the collected data. In order to transmit and
process the collected data to the cloud platform, the IoT-based cloud computing
service platform area should be researched, and the cloud computing service
platform should be selected according to the research content on the appropriate
service.
There is no cloud platform for the best IoT service. In other words, each
business has different specific requirements. For example, The AWS is the
platform which is used the most and established as a high-level technology in the
cloud platform field. However, there are various choices for each specific
business requirement because the AWS platform is less efficient than other
platforms in terms of cost (Palmer, 2020). However, according to Gartner's Magic
Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and Platform Service, AWS, Microsoft Soft
Azure, and GCP are sequentially listed in Figure 1 (Bala et al., 2021).
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Figure 1. Gartner’s magic quadrant for cloud platforms

Evaluating AWS and GCP Platform
The analyzed AWS and GCP platforms may not be perfect cloud
platforms, but they can be fully used for connection with IoT devices. AWS and
Google Cloud platforms have chosen two excellent cloud platforms that can
connect with IoT devices. The analysis of both cloud platforms is for storing and
analyzing data collected and transmitted from IoT devices. Table 1 and 2 is
design and implementation objective approach format based on A Framework for
Evaluating IoT Platforms: Application Provider Viewpoint (Mazhelis & Tyrvainen,
2014).
Table 1 analyzes the service design and implementation of publicly
available platforms of AWS and GCP. The user interface can interact with IoT
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devices based on a dedicated app or web interface on the cloud platform. Also,
the service provision form of each cloud platform and the form of additional
services are compared through the service and deployment model. Table 2 is the
objective approach format for AWS and GCP to connect to IoT devices. This is a
comparison of additional services other than IoT Core required for the two cloud
platforms to connect with IoT devices. In addition, Table 2 evaluates the unique
SDK, message analysis, and device gateway of each cloud platform to recognize
the different usage of the two cloud platforms.

Table 1. Design and implementation evaluating AWS vs. GCP
Design/Implementation AWS

GCP

User Interface

A web-based graphical
user interface that can
be used to manage
projects and resources.
Create a new project in
the Cloud Console or
select an existing
project and use the
resources in that
project. (Google Cloud
overview | Overview,
n.d.)

A collection of components
that help create intuitive
and accessible user
experiences for web
applications. The AWS user
interface is available under
the terms of the Apache 2.0
open-source license. (The
graphical user interface of
Porting Assistant for .NET
is now open source, n.d.)
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Service Model

AWS is basically providing
an IaaS solution, but many
other services exist and are
provided as a mixture of
IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS.
(Types of cloud computing,
2019)

Google Compute
Engine is an IaaS that
allows clients to run
workloads on Google’s
physical hardware.
However, Google
currently use internally
its own products such
as Google search,
Gmail, and YouTube.
So, Google Cloud
provides IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS. (Bigelow,
2019)

Deployment Model

AWS is a comprehensive
and evolving offering from
Amazon, including IaaS,
PaaS, and SaaS. (Types of
cloud computing, 2019)

GCP is started as a
Public Cloud.
Hybrid and multi cloud
deployment are being
allowed to manage
various workloads.
(Bigelow, 2019)

Table 2. Operation evaluating AWS vs. GCP
Operation

AWS

GCP

Service
Domain

IoT Core, EC2, SNS, SDK

IoT Core, PowerShell, gcloud,
SDK
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SDKs/API
Language

AWS SDK – C++, Java,
JavaScript, .NET, Node.js,
PHP, Python, and Ruby
(SDKs and Programming
Toolkits for AWS, n.d.).

Cloud SDK - Java, Perl, PHP,
Python, and C#, but any
language that can interface with
SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) can be used (Cloud
Client Libraries, 2021)

Message
Analysis

Publish/Subscribe,
Simple Amazon Service
(SNS), Amazon Simple
Queueing Service (SQS)
(Google, n.d.)

Publish/Subscribe,

Device
Gateway
(Connection)

MQTT, HTTPS,
WebSockets, LoRaWAN
(AWS IoT Core Features Amazon Web Services,
n.d.).

MQTT and HTTP. (Using
gateways | Cloud IoT Core
Documentation, n.d.)

Pricing

AWS IoT Core – Free Tier

GCP – IoT Core – Free Tier
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Publish/Subscribe Lite (Google,
n.d.)

Free Tier (IoT
Core)

2,250,000 minutes of
connection.

Cost is estimated according to
data volume.

500,000 messages.
225,000 Registry or Device
Shadow operations.

Up to 250 MB (Pricing | Cloud
IoT Core, n.d.).

250,000 rules triggered and
250,000 actions executed
(AWS IoT Core Pricing Amazon Web Services,
n.d.).

Amazon Web Service (AWS) IoT Core
The AWS IoT Core is an IoT platform provided by AWS's cloud service.
The AWS IoT Core can connect IoT devices to the AWS cloud without providing
and managing servers. The AWS IoT Core supports billions of devices and
trillions of messages and enables routing to IoT devices through endpoint rules
connected to the AWS for stable message processing. In addition, the AWS IoT
Core allows tracking and communicating with all devices in the IoT application
through the Device Shadow function even if the IoT devices are not connected to
the Internet (AWS IoT Core Overview - AWSs, n.d.).
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Advantages of the AWS IoT Core
Serverless Management and Connection of the Device.
The AWS IoT Core makes it easy to connect any number of devices to the
cloud and other devices without the need to provision or manage servers. In
other words, it helps to expand stably.
Preferred Protocol
The AWS IoT Core provides connecting and managing devices by
selecting the best communication protocol for different use cases.
MQTT(Message Queuing and Telemetry Transport), HTTPS(Hypertext Transfer
Protocol - Secure), MQTT over WSS (WebSockets Secure), and LoRaWAN (lowpower long-range wide-area network) are mainly supported by AWS IoT Core.
Secure Data and Device Connection
The AWS IoT Core provides end-to-end encryption at all connection points
with automated configuration and authentication, so data exchange is not
allowed without proven credentials, as well as fine-grained policies to protect
access to devices.
Various Service
AWS can create more robust IoT applications by using AWS services
such as AWS Lambda, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon S3, Amazon DynamoDB,
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Amazon CloudWatch, and Amazon Elasticsearch Service on the AWS Cloud
Platform. (AWS IoT Core n.d)

AWS IoT Core MQTT Test
The AWS IoT Core publishes/subscribes messages from devices and
clients using the MQTT v3.11 and MQTT over WSS protocols. It enables devices
and clients using the HTTPS protocol to publish messages. (AWS IoT Core
MQTT) Figure 2 is the operation order of AWS IoT Core MQTT. (MQTT - AWS
IoT, n.d.)

Figure 2. AWS IoT Core MQTT framework

1. IoT Device - Billions of devices create the messages that are collected from
the sensor.
2. Message broker - Message brokers transmit the data to AWS IoT Core by
using the MQTT communication protocol.
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3. AWS IoT Core – AWS IoT Core receives the transmitted data from message
brokers to analyze and monitor data.
4. Analyzed and monitored data is sent to publish/subscribe message analysis
to notify events of data.
Device Shadow
The device shadow allows checking the status of the device in apps and
other services, regardless of whether the device is connected to the AWS IoT
Core. In other words, the device shadow proposes to store the best condition of
the device so that the device can be checked, set, and managed at any time. In
addition, setting the initial state to be implemented when the device is
reconnected (AWS IoT Device Shadow service - AWS IoT, n.d.)

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) IoT Core
The GCP IoT Core is a complete management service that easily and
safely connects, manages, collects, and secures hundreds of millions of
messages from millions of globally distributed IoT devices. The GCP IoT Core
combines with various services provided by GCP to present a complete solution
to collect, process, analyze, and visualize IoT data in real-time and provide
efficient operation to increase cost-saving efficiency (Cloud IoT Core, n.d.).
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Main components of the GCP IoT Core are device management and
protocol bridges. The device management for registering devices in IoT cloud
services can monitor and configure through connected IoT devices’ collected
data. Two protocol bridges can be used when the IoT device is connected to the
GCP through HTTP and MQTT communication protocol. The device’s collected
data is forwarded to a cloud’s Publish/Subscribe topic, which can then trigger
cloud functions through two main components of GCP. The GCP IoT Core also
supports the data for communication and management between IoT devices and
the GCP through HTTP and MQTT communication protocol. The GCP IoT Core
uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) transport over TCP port 8883 that is to
support open-source clients. Also, TLS ensures all traffic between devices with
credentials and message broker with encryption. The MQTT Bridge provides
QoS levels 0 and 1 (Publishing over the MQTT bridge | Cloud IoT Core
Documentation, n.d.).
The GCP IoT Core has their own SDK. The GCP IoT Core’s SDK
manages authentication, local configuration, developer workflow, and interactions
with API through gcloud Command Line. The GCP SDK comes with C#, Java,
Node.js, GO, PHP, Python, and Ruby. In addition, authentication is made by
unique rules, type of supported language, and optimizing workflows through the
GCP. (Getting started | Cloud IoT Core Documentation, n.d.).
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GCP IoT Core MQTT Test
According to the GCP IoT Core MQTT test framework in Figure 3, the
connection between GCP IoT Core and IoT device was performed based on the
MQTT device gateway and publish/subscribe message analysis mentioned in
Table 2.
Device Gateway attempts to connect between the IoT device and GCP
IoT Core. If a communication device such as Bluetooth or ZigBee cannot be
directly connected by itself, an IoT device and GCP IoT Core can be connected
using a specific communication protocol through an Internet connection. Device
gateways can publish their own telemetry data and receive data by reporting
status. As mentioned in Table2, GCP IoT Core supports gateway connections
and communication via MQTT and HTTP. (Using gateways | Cloud IoT Core
Documentation, n.d.)

Figure 3. GCP IoT Core MQTT framework
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1. Authenticate the IoT device to connect GCP IoT Core through the gateway.
2. Configure the MQTT as a gateway and send the collected data to the GCP
IoT Core
3. Use the MQTT bridge to relay the messages from IoT device.
4. Transmit the collected data from MQTT bridge to publish/subscribe message
analysis.
5. GCP IoT Core can send updated data that is analyzed in GCP IoT core to IoT
device.
Chapter 3 proposed a methodology to run a SEM system in a smart
environment. Methodology proposed collaboration between WSN-based IoT
devices and cloud computing, not basic IoT devices and cloud computing. AWS
and GCP cloud computing platforms' objective evaluation approaches have been
proposed. In addition, components that can connect IoT devices and cloud
computing platforms have been suggested. Based on the suggested
components, AWS and GCP could operate the MQTT framework as an example
of SEM system communication.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
SMART ENVIRONMENT MONITORING SYSTEM
Smart Environment Monitoring (SEM)
The smart city environment of IoT devices consists of sensors and
actuators. IoT devices store the data that can be used to analyze them. IoT
devices are connected via a Wireless Network Sensor (WSN) to collect data from
the environment and infer the device's health based on itself. A WSN can be
implemented through the Software Development Kit (SDK), a language kit that
can execute data, and cloud platforms provide services to help it (Rahmati et al.,
2015).
The WSN is a computer network composed of sensor nodes. It consists
of one network to monitor the surrounding environment using sensor nodes. The
WSN is a network without a fixed infrastructure between the sensor node and the
end device (Ghazal et al., 2021). The WSN collects data while SEM is monitoring
the required data. The WSN works through a densely distributed sensor node to
reliably cover the monitoring area (Pinto et al., 2014).
The monitoring and controlling method of an artificial intelligence (AI)
based smart environment via the WSN consists of the latest sensors. WSN's AIbased IoT devices are effectively used for air pollution, water waste
management, and soil management. In other words, a smart environment is
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monitored and managed through IoT, AI, and WSN. Moreover, SEM data not
only collected from IoT, AI, and the WSN but also SEM data can be stored,
executed, and secured through a cloud computing service platform (Bhoomika et
al., 2016).

Smart Environment Monitoring (SEM) Applications
Smart Agriculture Monitoring (SAM)
Much research is being conducted in the field of smart environment
agriculture. Most smart agriculture projects use the WSN of IoT devices to collect
data from sensors in various nodes and transmit the collected data through
wireless communication protocols to cloud computing service platforms. The
collected data provides information on SEM devices due to various
environmental factors. Promoting productivity growth of crops through monitoring
of environmental factors is not a complete solution. Monitoring environmental
factors that affect productivity is the more primary purpose of monitoring (Suma
et al., 2017).
With the IoT technology, smart agriculture can perform tasks such as
weaving, spraying, and soil humidity and temperature monitoring through smart
GPS-based remote-control robots (Gondchawar & Kawitkar, 2016).
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A cloud computing system is used that observes the collected data from
the WSN of the IoT device and precisely feeds the data along with the location
via GPS coordinates to the storage. In other words, the SEM system
communicates wirelessly by connecting smart agriculture’s collected data from
WSN of IoT devices to cloud computing services (Gayatri et al., 2015).
Norwegian telecommunications group, DTAC launched the SAM)IoT
solution in partnership with Thailand's Department of Agricultural Extension
(DOAE) and the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center
(NECTEC) in 2017. Through the new smart agricultural solution,
telecommunication companies and government agencies have provided
necessary technologies to farms in Thailand, such as climate change, plant
diseases, and soil moisture monitoring. The proposed solution was carried out
through a wireless Internet connection to connect cloud computing services.
NECTEC developed and studied the WSN of the IoT devices to find standard
parameter indicators of smart agriculture to collect correct data information. As a
result, crop production increased, agricultural quality improved, and helped
reduce production costs. Also, the proposed efficient solution encourages
Thailand farmers and reduces the inconvenience and inequality of farmers’ labor
(Telenor Group, 2017).
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Smart Water Quality Monitoring (SWQM)
The Smart Water Quality Monitoring (SWQM) is an efficient system
designed to monitor the water quality of drinking water through IoT technology in
the smart city environment. The SWQM is a system that not only reduces cost
and workforce but also increases reliability. The SWQM is a technology that
measures collected parameter data through the water's pH value sensor, the
water level present sensor in the tank, and the water turbidity sensor and
temperature sensor capable of wireless connection of IoT devices. The collected
parameter data is sent to the PC through the Micro Controller Unit (MCU) to
measure the water quality, and then the measured data is transmitted to the IoTbased cloud platform application through the wireless communication protocol.
(Pasika & Gandla, 2020).
Fiji Islands in the Pacific Ocean are companies that provide clean drinking
water. Fiji Island water requires regular collection and analysis of collected data
to upload data from the SWQM to the server. The IoT device and the WSN
technology have been used to monitor water quality (Prasad et al., 2015). Fiji
Island used the WSN of IoT devices for the SWQM to connect accurate and
consistent data to cloud servers and effectively maintained water quality by
accessing the necessary information in real time (Mamun et al., 2019).
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Smart Air Quality Monitoring (SAQM)
Before the SAQM was studied and used, existing air quality monitoring
systems had the disadvantages of being large, heavy, and costly. For this
reason, the monitoring station is increasing along with the research and
development of the monitoring system. The air pollution situation in the smart city
environment has worse air quality than average due to human activity and
location dependence (Yi et al., 2015).
The SAQM is a system and facility that continuously measures wind
speed, direction, weather variables, and air pollutant concentrations such as
SO2, NOx, CO, O3, THC (Arroyo et al., 2019).
The measured and collected data is IoT-based and monitors air quality
through a web server using the Internet to issue an alarm or notification when the
measured data is above the standard level of air quality (Yi et al., 2015). The
SAQM is reported primarily based on the Air Pollution Index (API) calculated
from five reference parameters of the atmosphere: PM10, PM 2.5, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and temperature (Murad & Pereira, 2011).
Based on IoT's WSN, the SAQM system operates through a system that
measures the quality of the atmosphere consisting of a distributed sensor
network connected to the cloud system. The WSN of SAQM transmits fieldmeasured data to the cloud in real-time through a cloud gateway. The SAQM
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provides a solution to detect and optimize pollutants in the atmosphere by
applying AI technology that stores, monitors, and analyzes the collected data.
The SAQM not only can multiple nodes be deployed, but also can share
information related to air quality distribution in different regions through cloud
services, which can improve efficiency in measuring and comparing air quality. In
addition, low power consumption and small scale can measure atmospheric
quality at a low cost. (Arroyo et al., 2019).
The two main causes of air pollution in Korea are automobile exhaust gas
and PM2.5 pollutants caused by strong winds from China. Pollutants caused by
low airflow travel all over China during the cold winter. In spring, strong winds
blow by partial winds along with high airflow, causing air pollution. The rapidly
developing Chinese economy burns about 4 billion tons of coal every year. For
this reason, air pollution in Korea has emerged as a big problem (IQ Air, n.d.).
Korea Telecommunication (KT) invested 10 billion won in 2017 to provide
more accurate standby data and installed an air quality monitoring solution at
base stations across Korea. KT has launched a large air map Korea project that
can collect air quality data information by installing surveillance infrastructure
through 4.5 million power poles, 330,000 mobile base stations, and 4,000 central
offices. KT said that fine dust, volatile organic compounds, noise, and humidity
can be measured in a short time through the WSN-based monitoring system of
the IoT devices. In addition, big data analysis is used to select the area where air
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quality can be measured most effectively. Moreover, the collected data is
provided to the government by selecting an open-oriented IoT cloud platform
(Tomás, 2017).
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CHAPTER FIVE:
ENVIRONMENT MONITORING ANALYSIS
Analysis by Using AWS IoT Core

Table 3. Smart environment monitoring application analysis
App

Purpose

Contributory
factor

Smart
Agricultur
e
Monitorin
g (SAM)

Soil
Deforestation
monitorin s,
g for
discharge of
farming
industrial
waste,

Parameter

Soil
moisture
level,
Salinity –
PPM
Temperatur
e,
Use of animal pH level
and human
(Arroyo et
waste in
al., 2019).
agriculture,
disposal of
farm and
poultry waste
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Analysis
Method

Condition

A WSN
Soil
based IoT
Moisture
device will
> 50%
collect and
send the data
to AWS IoT
Core by
using MQTT
communicati
on protocol.

Smart
Water
Quality
Monitorin
g
(SWQM)

Smart Air
Quality
Monitorin
g
(SAQM)

Water
quality
monitorin
g for
citizen

Air
quality
monitorin
g system
for
citizen

Poor
monitoring of
water,

pH level >
8.6

Contaminate
d raw water
source

pH level,
Mounted
water level,
Water
turbidity ,
Water
temperature
. (Pasika &
Gandla,
2020).

Open
burning,
Industrial
emissions,
Vehicle’s
emissions,
Bushfire

AQI level,
PM10,
PM 2.5,
Temperatur
e (Murad &
Pereira,
2011).

AQI level
> 150

Leakage of
pipe,

The purpose of the analysis is to manage and secure nature-friendly
infrastructure through SAM, SWQM, and SAQM, which are environmental
monitoring systems for smart environments, simultaneously with the
establishment of smart cities.
As mentioned in Table 3, SAM's soil monitoring system was developed to
measure and monitor the moisture level, temperature, and pH values of the soil.
Soil monitoring systems can have a significant impact on agricultural
management of smart city environments by collecting soil conditions and status
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by quickly updating information through soil condition monitoring (Athani et al.,
2017).
SWQM is a water quality system to provide clean water to citizens by
establishing a water quality monitoring system to build a smart city environment.
The proposed water quality monitoring system measures the pH level, turbidity,
temperature, and mounted water level of water (Pasika & Gandla, 2020).
The SAQM system is the most important system for measuring air quality
in a smart city environment. It is a monitoring system developed to monitor the
minimum harmful air pollutants that can adversely affect health through the
establishment of a smart environment for citizens of smart cities. Through the
monitoring system, the Air Quality Index (AQI) level can be measured to measure
API levels that are fatal to humans (Murad & Pereira, 2011).
Data collected from IoT devices for the above environmental monitoring
system is transmitted to the cloud platform IoT service domain to analyze and
monitor environmental conditions and status. By analyzing and monitoring the
transmitted data, the monitoring system can detect abnormalities through data
analysis.
Table 3 mentioned the method of this analysis. The mentioned MQTT test
transmits and analyzes collected data by environmental monitoring IoT devices
to the cloud platform through the MQTT communication protocol. The data
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analyzed on the cloud platform monitors environmental parameters that can have
a fatal impact on citizens. Analysis of this project can set and generate
notifications that can be received via email, SMS, or the unique application of
each monitoring when environmental parameters are figures that can affect
citizens.
Analysis proposes environmental management through environmental
monitoring systems using MQTT communication protocols between WSN-based
IoT devices and cloud platforms. WSN-based IoT devices can be remotely
monitored, and data controlled. In addition, the analysis has the advantage of
being able to obtain the current status of the collected data in real time whenever
necessary.
The actual analysis generated data by creating virtual WSN-based IoT
devices in the IoT service domain of the cloud platform without using WSN-based
IoT devices such as Raspberry Pi or Arduino devices that include sensors that
can collect data. Analysis tests virtualized WSN-based IoT devices on laptop
computers using SDKs on cloud platforms such as JSON, Python, Node.js, and
Structured Query Language (SQL) needed to run services for proper IoT device
creation on cloud platforms.
Information of the Project Analysis:
Model: Asus Rog Zephyrus G15
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Specification: AMD Ryzen 9 4900HS CPU, 3.0GHz, 24GB RAM
Cloud Platform: AWS and GCP
The analysis through AWS IoT is carried out based on objective
approaches, table 2 and 3. The AWS IoT Core analysis proves and analyzes the
communication connection between the IoT device and the AWS Cloud of the
SAM, SWQM, and SAQM applications mentioned in Table3. The main purpose
of this analysis is not only to analyze the communication connection method and
communication connection protocol between the two technologies, but also to
build a monitoring system by storing and analyzing the data transmitted after
connection. The built monitoring system can detect the most basic function of
dangerous environment parameter values and build a function to send
notifications. Additionally, AWS IoT Core's unique defense and security can
provide credibility and reliability between the two technologies.
Below are the steps which are the sequence of Soil monitoring system
configuration by using the AWS IoT Core.
1.

Register the IoT devices in AWS IoT Core.

2.

Create device shadow and MQTT test.

3.

Create Rule and Action

4.

Sending a data Device to AWS IoT Core
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5.

Email Notification

6.

Defend

7.

Security

The step of the analysis
1. Register the Thing in AWS IoT Core.

Table 4. Registering SEM IoT devices in the AWS IoT Core
Application

SAM

Connect
IoT
devices

Demo Soil
Monitoring

Access
policy

{

SWQM
Demo Water
Quality
Monitoring

SAQM
Demo Air Quality
Monitoring

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iot:*",
"Resource": "Each Applications ARN"
}
]
}

Certificate
Keys

Certificate.pem, PrivateKEY.pem, PublicKEY.pem,
AmazonRootCA1.pem (Each application has own
certificate keys)

a. Register the connected IoT devices on the IoT Core. The name of the IoT
devices is in the table 4 of “Connect IoT device” for this test.
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Figure 4-1. Create a Soil_Monitoring device

b. Creating the policy is for the set of the authorization for action. This policy is
created by the JSON language. "Action": "iot:*" means allowing actions related
to all the Internet of Things.
"Resource":arn:aws:iot:us-west1:926885229589:topic/Demo_Soil_Monitoring"
"Resource":arn:aws:iot:us-west1:926885229589:topic/Demo_Water_Quality_Monitoring"
"Resource":arn:aws:iot:us-west1:926885229589:topic/Demo_Air_Quality_Monitoring"
Three above resources are a system rule that specifies resources and
actions for a specific access function. There is a server or file that can be accessed
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through this, and the operation is not performed by performing "Allow" or "Deny"
through the resource.

Figure 4-2. Create a policy for IoT device creation

c. Connect the registered IoT devices and create the access policy.
d. Download

Device

certificate.pem,

AmazonRootCA1 (RSA 2048 bit key).
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publickey.pem,

privatekey.key,

and

Figure 4-3. Download credential keys for IoT device

2. Create device shadow and MQTT test

Table 5. Creating device shadow and MQTT test with topic
Connec Demo_Soil_Moni Demo_Water_Quality_M Demo_Air_Quality_Mo
ted IoT
toring
onitoring
nitoring
Device
Device
Shadow
- MQTT
topic
prefix

$aws/things/”Connected IoT Device”/shadow

MQTT
topic

$aws/things/”Connected IoT Device”/shadow/update,
$aws/things/”Connected IoT Device”/shadow/get,
$aws/things/”Connected IoT Device”/shadow/get/update

JSON
query
for
MQTT
test

{
"state" : {
"desired" : {
"welcome" : null
},
"reported" : {

{
"state" : {
"desired" : {
"welcome" : null
},
"reported" : {
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{
"state" : {
"desired" : {
"welcome" : null
},
"reported" : {

"welcome" : null,
"SoilMoisture" :
"60",
"temperature":
“39C”,
"AirHumidity":
"30%",
"Device_id":
"SAM_01"
}
}
}
QoS
Level

"welcome" : null,
"pHLevel" : 9,
"temperature": "25C",
"MountedLevel": "80%",
"Turbidity": "30 NTU",
"Device_id": "SWQM_1"
}
}
}

"welcome" : null,
"AQI" : 155,
"Temp": "25C",
"PM2.5": 5.0,
"PM10": 54,
"device_id":
"SAQM_1"
}
}
}

Level 0 or 1

a. Create device shadow
The AWS IoT Core allows tracking and communicating with all devices in
the applications through the device shadow feature, even if IoT devices don't have
an Internet connection. (AWS IoT core n.d) The device shadow allows connected
devices to sync their state with the AWS. The device shadow can also get, update,
or delete the state of device information by using MQTT topics.
b. MQTT topic
The device shadow service uses these reserved MQTT topics to get, update,
and delete a device's state information in the device shadow. MQTT topics for this
device shadow allow applications to publish and subscribe to MQTT messages
that interact with the IoT device’s device shadow.
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c. MQTT test
The MQTT test is to monitor MQTT messages delivered to the AWS
account by the client. Connected IoT devices to the AWS IoT Core post MQTT
messages identified by item to deliver the status of the environmental parameters
to the MQTT message. The AWS IoT Core also publishes MQTT messages to
notify devices and applications of changes and events.
The JSON queries for MQTT test of each application are created as a demo
version analysis. Especially, the environment parameters are chosen based on
research. The information and source about environmental parameters in Table 3.
The MQTT test subscribed and published a total of 3 topics: /update, /get,
get/accepted in the EM application. Levels of QoS were able to select 0 and 1.
QoS level 0 is chosen because it will deliver the message at most once. MQTT
payload display is auto-format JSON payloads because it improves readability. For
example, $aws/things/Demo_Soil_Monitoring/shadow/update. It publishes a
request state document to this topic to update the device’s shadow
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Figure 5-1. Update state document of Soil_Monitoring topic

$aws/things/Demo_Soil_Monitoring/shadow/get
It publishes an empty message to this topic to get the device’s shadow.

Figure 5-2. Empty message to Soil_Monitoring topic
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$aws/things/Demo_Soil_Monitoring/shadow/get/accepted
AWS IoT Core publishes a response shadow document to this topic when
returning the device’s shadow.

Figure 5-3. Response shadow of Soil_Monitoring

3. Create Rule and Action

a. Create Rule and query statement
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Table 6. Creating rule and action for email notification
Rul
e

SAM rule

SWQM rule

SAQM rule

Rul
e
que
ry
by
SQ
L

SELECT*FROM
'$aws/things/Demo_
Soil_Monitoring/shad
ow/update/accepted'
WHERE
state.reported.SoilM
oisture > 50

SELECT*FROM
'$aws/things/Demo_Wat
er_Quality_Monitoring/s
hadow/update/accepted'
WHERE
state.reported.pHLevel >
8.6

SELECT*FROM
'$aws/things/Demo_Air
_Quality_Monitoring/sh
adow/update/accepted'
WHERE
state.reported.AQI >
150

For
mat
of
Not
ific
atio
n

Raw data by email

En
dpo
int
(e
mai
l)

003870099@coyote.csusb.edu

Create a rule to evaluate messages sent by IoT devices and specify what
to do when a message is received. Names of rule are in Table 6. Rules were
created to notify data changes and critical environmental parameters.
Rule query statement indicates the source of the messages that will be
processed with the created rule. Rule query statement uses the Structured Query
Language (SQL) version 2016-03-23. The rule of SQL statement is SELECT
<Attribute> FROM <Topic Filter> WHERE <Condition>.
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SELECT*FROM
'$aws/things/Demo_Soil_Monitoring/shadow/update/accepted' WHERE
state.reported.moisture > 5 is a good example of the SQL rule in
Demo_Soil_Monitoring.

Figure 6-1. Rule query statement of Soil_Monitoring

b. Add action for notification by using the AWS Simple Notification Service (SNS)
The SQL rule above allows the selection actions that can be performed
when matching the inbound message. The SNS action is a functional addition that
allows messages to arrive, such as storing in the AWS S3 database, calling cloud
functions in the AWS CloudWatch, or push notification in the AWS SNS. The
statement of SQL can be found in Table 6.
The SEM systems have enabled receiving notification of data changes via
email through the AWS SNS. The format of an e-mail notification is raw
because raw data is the first raw measurement data obtained by the sensor.
Figure 8-2 is an example of an access policy for roles to grant AWS IoT. The
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access policy defines who can access the MQTT topic. By default, only the topic
owner can publish or subscribe to the topic.

Figure 6-2. Role to grant AWS IoT access policy

c. Configure AWS Simple Notification Service (SNS)
The AWS SNS can find the SEM applications notification topic. Subscription
settings are required to receive a notification. The protocols for receiving
notification vary widely from Amazon Kinesis, SQS, Lambda, Email, Email-JSON,
HTTP, HTTPS, Application endpoint, and SMS. Demo_Soil_Monitoring test has
been tested to receive notification through email as an example.
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Figure 6-3. Create subscription of SNS through email

d. Confirm subscription of AWS notification
When Completing the Create subscription, a confirmation email will be
received to the endpoint email address Figure 8-3 is describing creating
subscriptions. After receiving the confirmation email in Figure 8-4, click the
'Confirm subscription' link to complete the AWS SNS connection setting up through
the rule and action settings of the AWS IoT Device.
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Figure 6-4. Confirm notification email

Figure 6-5. Notification of subscription message

4. Sending device data to AWS IoT Core
State document data of each SEM application obtained through the MQTT
test. The MQTT test is operated on the Ubuntu Linux 20.04 LTS operating
system through the AWS Cloud Service, EC2 virtual machine. In the Virtual
Machine, the MQTT test is conducted through AWS SDK Python. Below is the
order of the MQTT test through the virtual machine
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a. AWS configure
Configure AWS server in the virtual machine with AWS access key ID,
AWS secret Access key, Default region name, and Default output format. AWS
Access Key ID and AWS Secret Access Key are created by AWS Identity and
Access Management (IAM).

Figure 7-1. Configure AWS in virtual machine

b. Download AWSIoTSDK Python3 in the EC2 virtual machine
AWS configuration and AWS IoT SDK Python can connect the AWS IoT
Core and SEM applications IoT devices.
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Figure 7-2. AWS IoT SDK python in the virtual machine

c. Endpoint and keys for the certificate of the IoT device.
State document python file needs endpoint to connect AWS IoT MQTT to
shadow Client before the MQTT test through state document python file proceeds.

Figure 7-3. AWS IoT Core endpoint

Also, a state document python file needs to authorize shadow credentials
by device certificate, private key, and RootCA1 RSA 2048 bit key.
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Figure 7-4. Soil Monitoring’s credential keys

d. State document python file to operate SEM applications.
Creating a state document python file is for data transmission in the virtual
machine for IoT devices. Shadow handlers must write the exact registered name
on the AWS IoT Core. Write the exact endpoint address and port number 8883 for
the MQTT test described in Figure 9-3. Device certificate, private key, and
RootCA1 RSA 2048-bit key files that are described in Figure 9-4 need to be
downloaded and recognize the file path route in the state document python file to
authorize the connection between the virtual machine and AWS IoT Core.
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Figure 7-5. Python file for soil

Figure 7-6. Python file for water quality
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Figure 7-7. Python file for air quality

5. Operating python file and getting an email notification
a. Operate state document python file in Linux Virtual Machine
The AWS IoT Core MQTT test, which was conducted by running a state
document python file in a virtual machine, allows receiving notification of the
changed data set through SNS when the “MoistureLevel” is less than 5. When the
“MoistureLevel” is less than 5, the criteria for receiving notification emails are
executed by the Rule query statement in Figure 8-1.
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Figure 7-8. Operating soil document

Figure 7-9. Operating water quality document

Figure 7-10. Operating air quality document

b. The e-mail notification by operating state document python file
Because the “MoistureLevel” of the State document python file is 4, which
is less than 5, an E-mail notification can be received to an email address registered
with the SNS service of the AWS.
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Figure 7-11. Email notification for Soil_Monitoring

Figure 7-12. Email notification for Water_Quality_Monitoring

Figure 7-13. Email notification for Air_Quality_Monitoring

6. Defend IoT device in AWS IoT Core
All operations through AWS IoT Core's defender can receive email
notification through SNS. The AWS IoT Core audit function allows checking the
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security and status of Certificate Authority (CA) certificates and device certificates
for IoT access policy, and MQTT message conflicts. Figure 10-1 is a result of the
audit checklist. Figure 10-2 is an SNS email notification through the result of the
audit check.
a. Audit the status device.

Figure 8-1. Result of an audit checklist
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Figure 8-2. SNS email notification of audit checklist result

b. Detecting abnormal rules.
1) Source IP - IP address is outside the standard supply chain range. In other
words, the device was stolen. It can lead to data leakage based on MQTT.
2) Message size - Message size is related to security through data transformation
through MQTT-based data leakage. In other words, security problems in the
AWS IoT cloud can occur.
3) Connection attempt - Abnormal behavior in connection attempts points to the
most likely attacker's stolen identity access scenario. That is, it is an
impersonation attack. An impersonation attack is an attack that masquerades
as a known or trusted entity in order to participate in the command and control
of an IoT device. (Security use cases - AWS IoT Core, 2021)
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Figure 8-3. IoT defender for detecting abnormal rules

Figure 8-4. E-mail notification of three abnormal behaviors.

7. Security practices for the SEM IoT devices
a) Keep your device’s clock in sync
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Securing the exact time on the device is related to the expiration date of the
X.509 certificate. The watch of the device is used to validate the server certificate.
Software on most systems includes Network Time Protocol (NTP) clients.
Therefore, the device must wait for data synchronization, including the server's
time, before connecting to the AWS IoT Core.
b) Validate Server
First, connect to allow Device to interact with AWS IoT Core. When the
device is connected, AWS IoT Core sends a server certificate to the device. This
Transport Layer Security (TLS) X.509 certificate has a fixed validity and provides
a new certificate before it expires.
c) Single Identity per device.
Devices can generally apply for precise permissions through X.509
certificates. Since each device has a different nature, individual authentication can
use subdivided access control, authorization, and policies. There is a need for a
policy that allows users to narrow the scope of possible device-specific privileges
to be identified and to subscribe and publish fixed topics.
d) Second AWS Region as backup
There are servers that are divided into so many regions of the AWS Cloud
Platform. To eliminate security uncertainty from attackers, data can be protected
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by storing copies of data in a second AWS region as a backup. (Security best
practices in AWS IoT Core - AWS IoT Core, n.d.)

Analysis by Using GCP IoT Core
The analysis by GCP IoT Core is based on Table 2 and 3, objective
evaluation approaches in Chapter 3. In the GCP IoT Core analysis, GCP
PowerShell is used for connections between IoT devices and GCP IoT Core
through MQTT protocol communication.
Moreover, this analysis implements a management system that allows
checking the specification and information of SEM IoT devices, which GCP IoT
Core supports and manages connections. The analysis proceeds through Node.js
of GCP SDK. The analysis of AWS IoT Core was conducted in Ubuntu 20.04 virtual
machine through the AWS EC2's instance. However, GCP IoT Core's analysis
allows convenient and efficient analysis because GCP IoT Core does not need to
use virtual machines to connect the IoT device because the Secure Shell (SSH) is
already connected to GCP PowerShell by port number 22 to alternate virtual
machines. Also, GCP SDKs are already conveniently installed in GCP PowerShell.
Below are the steps which is the sequence of SEM application IoT device’s
MQTT test configuration by using the GCP IoT Core:
1. Create a device registry - To configure region, type of protocol, topic.
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2. Create credentials - Private key and Server certificate key files.
3. Create and add the device to the registry
4. Run a Node.js to connect IoT device - subscribe, publish
5. Message for published telemetry topic, submitting for Project ID.

The step of the analysis
1. Create a device registry
The Creating a registry is a container of devices with shared properties.
Each registry is created in a specific region and belongs to a project. The device
registry configures protocols and Publish/Subscribe topic. Also, CA certificates can
be added manually.
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Figure 9-1. Create a registry of Soil_Monitoring

2. Create credentials
a. Generating RSA keys.
RSA 256 keys can be generated by the command in GCP PowerShell. Or
RSA 256 key can be downloaded from the GCP console. However, this way needs
to make sure the file path when the Node.js command runs. Generating RSA 256
Keys is efficient to add the key manually. There are two keys that are ‘rsa_cert.pem’
and ‘rsa_private.pem’.
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Figure 10-1. Generate RSA 256 private and certification keys

b. Server certification key.
Server certification files also can be generated by the command in the GCP
PowerShell. Server certification file is to authenticate the security of the server
when connecting the IoT device to the server of the GCP IoT Core.

Figure 10-2. Generate server certification file

3. Create and add the device to the registry
a. Create Soil_Monitoring device
Create a virtual IoT device in the Demo_Soil_Monitoring registry that is
created in Step1. As can be seen in Figure 11-1, the Demo_Soil_Monitoring
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registry enables telemetry with MQTT and HTTP through ‘projects/spring-hope296108/topics/Demo_data’, a publish/subscribe topic.

Figure 11-1. Add an IoT device in the registry

b. Add a public key for IoT device certification
Add ‘rsa_cert.pem’ that is one of two RSA 256 keys in Figure 12-1.
‘rsa_cert.pem’ is the device certification file as the public key of the
Demo_Soil_Monitoring device.
Open the ‘rsa_cert.pem’ file through the command in the GCP PowerShell.
Copy the key value and move it manually to the GCP IoT Core console. The key
format was RSA256_X509.
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Figure 11-2. Device certification key to the console

4. Run a Node.js to connect IoT device
The SDK in the GCP PowerShell was run through Node.js to run this
analysis. MQTT protocol communication is executed through project ID, region,
and device topic.
a. Create a subscription to the registry’s pub/sub topic with project ID.
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Figure 14-1 shows the process of creating publish/subscribe based on
MQTT topic through gcloud. Next, Figure 14-2 shows the process of checking
whether the created publish/subscribe is normally created in the GCP console.
Figure 14-3 is a test whether MQTT communication protocol works normally based
on the generated publish/subscribe. The MQTT test that works normally helps to
extract the specification and information of IoT device in the later process.

Figure 12-1. Creating a subscription

Figure 12-2. Subscription details.

b. Run the MQTT test with a project ID, region, server certification file, and
private key file.
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Figure 12-3. MQTT test by node.js

5. Message for published telemetry topic, submitting for Project ID.
Through the MQTT test above, the Demo_Soil_Monitoring device can be
checked the specification and information. Also, the connection between the
Demo_Soil_Monitoring device and the GCP IoT Core is verified by the analysis.
Run the Pub/Sub subscription pull command to read the message that was
published to the telemetry topic.
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Figure 13-1. Pull the subscription

According to the ordering key in Figure 15-1, the SEM IoT device connected
to the GCP IoT Core checks the device name, Identification, registry key, location,
and project ID through MQTT communication protocol connection to obtain
credibility and reliability of the connection between the two technologies. can. In
other words, the analysis through GCP IoT Core shows that there is no problem
with the connection between the SEM IoT device and the GCP IoT Core, and there
is no doubt that it works normally.
Comparison Based on The Analysis
According to Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and
Platform Services, AWS IoT Core, Microsoft Azure IoT Hub, and GCP IoT Core,
the three highest-ranked cloud platforms. The analysis is different between the
services and functions of the AWS and GCP IoT Core. As a result of fundamental
analysis, AWS and GCP IoT Core had their strengths and weaknesses.
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Table 7. Comparison of AWS IoT Core and GCP IoT Core

Authentication
and
Authorization

AWS IoT Core

GCP IoT Core

Strength: The AWS IoT
Core authentication
procedures build security
through stronger
authentication procedures
due to complex custom
authorization.

Strength: The GCP IoT Core
supports authentication
through public/private key
pairs and JSON web tokens.
This method confirms that the
device can work with the
platform.

Weakness: AWS provides
a more complex custom
authorization scheme to
authenticate devices and
tasks using selected
strategies.

Weakness: The
authentication process can be
directly confirmed by the user,
but it is not familiar and easy
to use.

Communication
Protocols

Both AWS and Google Cloud support the use of HTTP and
MQTT. However, MQTT protocol communication is used in
both platform’s analysis.

Data Analytics

Python, SQL, JSON

Device
Management

Both AWS and Google Cloud IoT Core are analyzed as
one-to-one connections.

SDKs

AWS provides a larger
number of fully developed
SDKs in different
languages.
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Node.js

Google provides only one
end-to-end sample along with
numerous other samples for
individual tasks. Also, not all
samples are available in all
languages.

CHAPTER SIX:
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusion
The establishment of environmental domains in smart cities conducted
practical use technologies and case studies on how IoT devices are applied to
cloud computing. Smart environment monitoring services were reviewed through
cloud platform IoT service domain and other service domains, which are the main
technologies.
The first research question is “What technologies are needed for smart
environmental services?” Smart environment service is one of the services
provided for the construction of a smart city. The most feasible and convenient
technology to build a smart environment service to citizens is environmental
monitoring that can be provided using sensors and wireless Internet based IoT
devices, telemetry communication protocol for transmitting data, and cloud
computing service applications.
The second research question is "How is the smart environmental
monitoring data collected, analyzed and monitored?" WSN-based IoT devices
transmit, store, analyze and monitor data to a cloud platform through MQTT
protocol, a telemetry communication protocol. Various cloud platforms are
provided with service models such as SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, and construction
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models such as private, public, and hybrid clouds. The cloud service is designed
so that users can choose various options to receive the services they need.
The third research question is " What applications of Smart Environment
are there and how were they used?" Smart Agricultural Monitoring (SAM), Smart
Water Quality Monitoring (SWQM), and Smart Air Quality Monitoring (SAQM) are
being used through WSN-based IoT devices and cloud service platforms in smart
city environments. In addition, by reviewing the actual use cases of the above
three monitoring systems, the project could know the purpose and reason of the
monitoring system.
The fourth research question is " Which components enable the
connection of IoT devices with cloud service platforms?" This project studied
communication essential elements such as QoS, API, and SDK based on MQTT.
These four factors are what enable each cloud service platform to connect with
IoT devices.
This study studies the cloud platform used to connect IoT devices to the
cloud through MQTT, QoS, API, and SDK elements. The cloud platforms studied
are AWS IoT Core, and GCP IoT Core. Cloud platforms provide services through
integrated technologies and unique technologies of each platform. AWS and
GCP cloud platforms mentioned above verified the connection between IoT
devices and cloud platforms through the MQTT protocol. As a result, the role of
IoT services in cloud platforms is the MQTT brokers in which IoT devices
communicate and become connection media.
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The fifth research question is "Why and how are AWS and GCP used in
the environmental monitoring system?” Tables 1 and 2 are objective evaluation
approaches for AWS and GCP cloud platforms. Through this evaluation analysis,
AWS and GCP can be a method for analysis by investigating. Furthermore, both
cloud platforms can provide appropriate services through connection to IoT
devices. In addition, the cloud platform’s IoT services for environmental
monitoring systems could obtain the functions and services of AWS IoT Core and
GCP IoT Core through objective evaluation approaches.
The AWS IoT Core is the most widely used cloud platform and has various
services that support IoT devices, so the AWS IoT Core is utilized to analyze the
environmental monitoring system. Not only the AWS IoT Core but also other
AWS services provide services suitable for the analysis of smart environmental
monitoring systems.
In this analysis, MQTT tests confirmed how WSN-based IoT devices of
environmental monitoring systems connect to AWS IoT Core to detect
environmental conditions and status. The analysis is a system that sets
standards for measuring the critical environmental parameters such as moisture
level, water pH level, and Air Quality Index (AQI) and allows sending notifications
such as e-mail or SMS when the collected data changes. The analysis made a
list of authentication expiration, quality, and activity through the AWS IoT core
defender's audit function. The audit function checks the security status daily or
weekly. The IoT device’s prevention system has been proposed to build security
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by transmitting notifications such as email or SMS. Furthermore, an IoT device’s
abnormality detection can be detected by a prevention system. Security analysis
also suggested the most basic and essential security method to protect against
other threats.
The analysis of the GCP IoT Core is about communication through
publish/subscribe topic by using MQTT protocol communication. The primary
purpose is to identify the specifications and information of IoT devices currently
connected to the GCP IoT Core through MQTT protocol communication to verify
the reliability and credibility of the environmental monitoring devices.
In addition, the devices’ reliability and credibility were more emphasized
because of the process of generating RSA 256 keys and transferring the key
value to the device to authenticate directly. After operating the MQTT test, the
specification and information of the environmental monitoring IoT devices were
obtained as result values through the 'pub/sub subscriptions pull' command in the
GCP PowerShell.
The analysis was not only possible to check the connection between the
environmental monitoring IoT device and GCP IoT Core but also possible to
check specifications and information such as device name, Identification, registry
key, location, and project ID of the connected IoT device.
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Future Work and Recommendations for the Project
The project topic is " Cloud and IoT for the Smart Environment of Smart
City.” In this project, the services provided by the cloud platform are connected to
IoT devices in a smart environment to study whether data can be stored,
managed, analyzed, and protected. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the best cloud
platform cannot be determined. However, users can make the best choice if they
make a choice that suits their purpose of use. In addition, AWS and GCP cloud
platforms were selected to analyze and monitor SEM applications through
objective evaluation approaches.
According to the analysis results in Chapter 5, the connection between
WSN-based IoT devices and AWS cloud platforms through the MQTT
communication protocol has successfully led to SEM applications' collected data
transmission, analysis, and monitoring. However, the connection and data
analysis and management of IoT devices and AWS cloud platforms can be
provided with more services. The connection between IoT device and AWS cloud
platform is not only possible through MQTT over WSS and HTTP protocol, but
each protocol can provide different unique services. AWS IoT Core message
brokers can also provide a large number of public/subscription messages with
multiple IoT devices. In other words, the connection between the two
technologies can be one to many and many to many connections’ mechanisms.
With many public/subscribe message brokers, many IoT devices can manage a
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large number of messages. Therefore, the connections of two technologies are
suitable to build a real smart city’s smart environment.
The second analysis was performed by GCP IoT Core and used the
MQTT communication protocol. IoT devices in a smart environment could check
specifications and information of IoT devices through MQTT connection tests.
Being able to extract accurate specification and information of IoT devices from
connections through the MQTT communication protocol means that the exact IoT
device is connected to the cloud platform. In other words, the reliability and
credibility of IoT devices have been secured.
In the above two analyses, connecting an IoT device to a virtual machine
on a cloud platform or a cloud-based command line (CLI) to transmit, store and
process data is an essential process. The AWS IoT Core's virtual machine
connection went through a complicated process such as "AWS-configure" to set
up servers and regions in virtual machines through AWS EC2's instance service.
On the other hand, the GCP IoT Core was able to operate through its own GCP
PowerShell, which has already been authorized for IoT devices, servers, and
regions. GCP also has a virtual machine service called Google compute engine,
but if the user doesn't need additional application installations for the usage and
want fast work processing, cost savings, easy usage, and time savings through
no installation. GCP PowerShell will be the most suitable service.
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AWS IoT Core's virtual machine connection went through a complicated
process such as "AWS-configure" to set up servers and regions in virtual
machines through AWS EC2's instance service. On the other hand, the GCP IoT
Core was able to operate through its own GCP PowerShell, which has already
been certified for devices, servers, and regions. Through this, GCP provides a
simple and convenient working environment and cost savings for users. The
analyzed project was a one-on-one mechanism MQTT test that connects IoT
devices in one smart environment to AWS and GCP IoT Core. However, many
IoT devices connection management uses one to many and many to many
connection mechanisms and can efficiently manage IoT devices by provisioning
many IoT devices on the cloud platform at once.

Observation
This is what I observed while connecting, managing, security, and
analyzing a smart city's environmental plant management in the AWS and GCP
IoT Core. There are three types of offers for the AWS free tier service. Free trial,
12 months free, and always free. All the various services I used to do the MQTT
test in the analysis were conducted through the free tier service. However, before
starting this analysis, I was not very familiar with cloud computing, services, and
platforms, so I had to devote myself to a long period of time. AWS IoT Core was
used the most. AWS IoT Core was available free of charge because 250,000
messages were free tier services. In addition, the AWS SNS for receiving email
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notifications was always a free service, so it was easy to use. However, Amazon
EC2's virtualization machine usage was free of charge for 750 hours. My EC2's
free service timed out, so I had to charge the service.
The GCP free trial service was not charged until the free usage limit.
There was no expiration date for the free usage limit, but there may be changes.
The Pub/Sub service for the MQTT test and IoT Core, which I mainly used, could
use the free trial because the amount of free service data was very generous.
Analysis through AWS IoT Core was challenging to use because it had to
use and understand other AWS services. On the other hand, analysis through
GCP IoT Core was relatively simple and easy to understand
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APPENDIX A:
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETER STANDARDS
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1. Soil Moisture Standards (Pitts, 2016).

2. Water pH Level Standards (FilterWater, 2017).
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3. Air Quality Index Standards (AQI) (Hylton, 2016).
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